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Benching



D3102  |  FRAMEONE (WY SNOW, MG MERLE), THINK (TR11, KNIT BEIGE 10), B FREE TABLE (WHITE, W5, MG), B FREE STOOL (SOFTEX 17 LIGHT GREY, WHITE)



  FrameOne

The new perspective
on benching
Groups shrinks, grow, and regroup all the
time. Steelcase Benching Solutions facilitate
team’s need to adapt the changing realities
of business, without compromising on user’s
well-being.users who have distinct needs.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE BENCH
Benching can be a smart solution—when it’s tailored to the organisation’s 
work processes and individual workstyles. Tools such as privacy screens, 
lighting, worktools and access to power are hosted at the worksurface 
on a convenient integrated rail. 

C7742  |  FRAMEONE BENCH LOOP LEG (WY/ZW) WITH GLASS CENTERED SCREEN (XC0), AMIA PLATINUM CHAIR (TR02/02), DIVISIO SIDE SCREEN (AT05), 1+1 LED STANDARD TASK LIGHT PLATINUM, 1+1 MOBILE CADDY
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high mobility / high collaboration
Workers from different departments can collaborate at this bench for the duration of a project.  

They can share content and develop concepts without interruption, using media:scape ®.  

It also supports the need for focused work.

 

PROJECT TEAMS

HIGH MOBILITY

HIGH COLLABORATION
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EASY SPACE COMPRESSION
Seamless worksurface and recessed

intermediate leg make it easy to
optimise space.

QUICKLY CONNECTED
Power and data are easy to reach and the power
and data access door keeps cords under control.

WORK FROM THE BAG
1+1 Mobile Caddy keeps personal

items off the floor and provides
easy access for users.

SHARE IDEAS SEAMLESSLY
media:scape allows multiple 
users to share ideas instantly, 
directly at the bench.



    
supports mobile technology above
the worksurface and accomodates 

fixed technology underneath.

PERSONAL TERRITORYPOWER AND DATA ACCESS
Lateral Storage defines boundaries 
and provides storage space within 
the bench footprint.

VISUAL PRIVACY
Centered screens divide space while supporting 
information persistence for reference materials.

USER CONTROL
Rail-mounted Flat Screen Monitor Arms

intuitively adjust and free up the worksurface.

low mobility / low collaboration
Workers who do focused, individual work require dedicated workspaces. They appreciate privacy 

and control over their environment. Steelcase Benching Solutions provide them with ergonomic 

spaces and supporting storage that defines personal territory.

RESIDENTS

LOW MOBILITY

LOW COLLABORATION
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A PLACE FOR MY STUFF
Implicit mobile pedestal provides lockable storage 

for valuables and doubles up as casual seating.

low mobility / high collaboration
Workers from the same department collaborate often, yet need their own space 

and storage. Steelcase Benching Solutions offer worktools to help them organise 

their work and flexible screens to let them define their boundaries. Side-by-sides 

collaboration is supported by personal storage with cushions.

FUNCTIONAL TEAMS

LOW MOBILITY

HIGH COLLABORATION
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NOITCETORP
The Leg Infill provides privacy and helps hide 

personal items stored under the bench.

FLEXIBLE PRIVACY
Divisio Side Screen establishes a visual and spatial boundary. 
When collaboration is needed, users can easily move it from 
one place to another.

PERSONALISED BOUNDARY
Partito rail sets up an individual boundary without 
impeding sight lines for collaboration. Users can also 
personalise it with organisation tools and display.

C7635  I  FRAMEONE BENCH LOOP LEG (DW/ZW) WITH GLASS INFILL, PARTITO RAIL (03/1W), AMIA PLATINUM (TR02/02), IMPLICIT PREMIUM MELAMINE PEDESTAL (WY/SZ/230/AG) WITH CUSHION (AT02), DIVISIO SIDE SCREEN (AT03)
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C7879  I  FRAMEONE BENCH ( W5, MG), AMIA TASK CHAIR (AT12)

 
 



D0650

C7648

B6235

DISCREET PLUG & PLAY
The power and data Top Access keeps 
cords discreet and under control.

EFFICIENT CABLE MANAGEMENT
Cables can be routed through the 
intermediate leg, a vertebral cable riser 
or at the end of the cable tray.

PROTECTION
The CPU Support protects the CPU by 
holding it up securely, off the floor.
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C7494

 C7794  C7716

 C7524  C7859C7547

C7854

 C7638

C8585

1 2 3

GET PERSONAL

Tailor FrameOne benches and desks to the needs of 

individual workers and the work at hand with adjustable 

privacy screens, personal boundaries, flexible storage, and 

an innovative collection of organisation tools, ergonomic 

flat screen arms, and personal lighting.
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1. SPACE DIVISION
Creates a visual boundary between 
users without isolating them. It also 
frees up the worksurface as users can 
personalise the rail with organisation 
tools and use the screen for display.

3. THE 1+1 LED STANDARD 
TASK LIGHT
Offers individual lighting with 4 
watts LED and minimal power 
consumption.

2. USER CONTROLLED 
SPACE DIVISION
Divisio Side Screen™ can be 
moved by the users where 
they want and can be used for 
personal display.

6. EASY PACKING
AND UNPACKING
The 1+1 Mobile Caddy anticipates 
user need’s to stow their work bag 
with in-line casters that make it 
easy to pull in and out.

5. ORGANISATION AND 
PRIVACY COMBINED 
The 1+1 Functional Screen offers 
an integrated pocket for frequently 
used documents or books.

4. dash™ LED TASK LIGHT
Delivers a well balanced distribution 
of light that virtually eliminates 
contrast and shadows, while 
controls offer users flexibility.

7. KEEP DEVICES CHARGED 
AND RUNNING 
The 1+1 Launch Pad gives users 
a desktop area to conveniently 
hold mobile devices and other 
personal items.

9. INTEGRATED TOP ACCESS
The Integrated Top Access provides 
easy access to power and data 
within hand’s reach, without 
cluttering the worksurface.

8. 1+1 PERSONAL POCKET
Provides a place to store frequently 
used materials. Freestanding or 
ganged in multiples to create a 
desktop organizer.



Top access plastic Sliding top: closed
For desk in option. For bench in standard.

Sliding top: openTop access aluminium

CABLE MANAGEMENT FOR DESK
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STATEMENT OF LINE

BENCH FOR 2
WITH SOLO STORAGE

BENCH FOR 2
WITH DUO STORAGEBENCH FREESTANDING BENCH EXTENSION

BENCH OPTIONS
Basic Partito Continuous top

BENCH WITH
LATERAL EXTENSION

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE FROM H620 TO H900MM FOR DESK

BASIC / BENCH
H720mm

LOOP
H720mm
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SUSTAINABILITY

DESIGNING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT REQUIRES INNOVATIVE THINKING AND SOLUTIONS.

MATERIALS  

23% recycled materials, by weight.

Wood from European sustainably managed forests.

Low formaldehyde emissions of wood based panels according  
to ISO 16000 (<20µg/m3).

The chemistry of our materials has been assessed throughout 
their lifecycle.

30% recycled cardboard and recycled LDPE film in packaging.

PRODUCTION   

Replace with: Assembled in Steelcase Jeraisy Ltd, Saudi Arabia.

Uses powder-coat paints: VOC-free and free of heavy metals.

TRANSPORT  

Assembled in Saudi Arabia, close to customer.

Flat packaging to keep transport volumes as low as possible and 
improve filling rates.

EPP edge protections are returned and directly reused or repaired 
if broken.

USE  

Designed for a long product life, with replaceable parts.

Limited substances harmful to health and indoor air quality.

Maintenance information available on Steelcase.com.

END OF LIFE 

99% theoretically recyclable by weight.

100% theoretically recyclable cardboard and LDPE film for packaging.

Plastic parts clearly labelled for easy sorting and effective recycling.

Designed to ensure responsible end of use strategies - refurbishing, 
charitable donation or recycling.

PRODUCTS

  Product Environmental Profile

  
Indoor Advantage Gold #02491

PLANTS  

  Environmental management system  

MATERIALS 

  
Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification

  Low concentration of formaldehyde in wood

CERTIFICATIONS

To show continuous improvements, we communicate our 
products’ environmental performance through voluntary 
environmental labels and declarations. Sustainability related 
actions and results are communicated in the annual Steelcase 
Corporate Responsibility report.

FIND OUT MORE

Visit steelcase.com.sa to discover more about Steelcase’s unique 
ecodesign strategy.

LIFE CYCLE

During our products development 
process we consider each stage of 
the life cycle: from materials extraction, 
production, transport, use and reuse, 
until the end of its life. 
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Visit Steelcase.com
Made in Saudi Arabia- Manufactured by Steelcase Jeraisy Ltd.

Concept and Design / Steelcase
16-E0000026 07/16 © 2016 Steelcase Inc. All rights reserved. All specifications subject to change without notice. 
Printed in Saudi Arabia

facebook.com/Steelcase twitter.com/Steelcase youtube.com/SteelcaseTV




